Guide to Threads:

Choosing the Best Threading Method
for Your Threaded Machined Part

Cut Thread vs.
Rolled Thread?
Many product designers or engineers don’t go
to this level of detail when sending specs for
their fastener or threaded part. Instead, the
decision is left to the machine shop to make the
recommendation (if the shops on the RFQ list
even have the capability for rolling).
Is it necessary to specify the machining
method? Are the differences in the end product
significant enough that a designer should give
additional consideration to this question?
In some instances, YES.
Following are some main considerations to
help determine if rolling or cutting is the right
machining method for a fastener or threaded
part. Product designers may use this as a
guideline to help ensure that the final product
is at the cost and quality levels demanded by
a specific application. Ensure that the machine
shop on the list is able to meet these parameters.
Many are not.

Consider:
1

T Y PE O F M ATE R I A L

The rule of thumb is that materials that are easy to roll are
difficult to cut and vice versa. This is true in the majority of
instances. The determining factor is plasticity. Materials that
have good plasticity are better suited for rolling. These are
generally materials with an elongation factor of 12% or more.
Metals that are suitable for rolling are typically difficult to cut
and have a higher degree of plasticity.

2

R E LI A B I LI T Y

Rolling threads have an increased ability to resist fatigue.
Applications with threaded parts and fasteners that are
expected to operate reliability in high-pressure environments
will benefit from rolled threads vs. machined. The rolling
process leaves the thread with smooth burnished roots and
flanks, free from tears or chatter which are often starting
points for fatigue-related failures.

3

R E QU I R E D PA R T S TR E N GTH

As with reliability, rolled threads provide increased part
strength. Parts that are rolled have a root hardness that can
be as much as 20% to 30% greater than those that are cut.
Tensile strength can be as much as 10% greater. Shear strength
is also increased because shear failures must occur across the
great rather than with the grain.

4

CUT THREADS ~ TORN AWAY PARTICLES
WEAR DOWN AND LOOSEN OVER TIME

CH I PLE S S O PE R ATI O N

Rolling creates burr free knurls and eliminates chatter. A rolled
thread is less likely to have any debris that flakes off the
component and enters the operating environment. This is a
major consideration for applications that must operate reliably
(such as high-pressure valves) and cannot afford to have debris
fouling the operating environment.

5

QUA N TI T Y / O R D E R S I Z E

Jobs with large production volumes may lend themselves to
rolling, if other qualities to do not dictate that cutting be used
instead (such as material selection). Production speeds in the
rolling machining process are much faster than those of
cutting. Rolling uses less material at a faster rate of production
with fewer defects.

ROLLED THREADS ~ ARE COMPACTED
AND BURNISHED DURING THREADING.
LESS PRONE TO LOOSEN AND FATIGUE

6

R E QU I R E D TO LE R A N CE S , PA RTTO - PA R T CO N S I S TE N C Y O R
D I M E N S I O N A L CO N S TA N C Y

For parts that require high degrees of tolerance and
limited variation from part to part, rolling offers significant
advantages over cutting. The nature of the rolling process
ensures that the last part produced will be as perfect and
precise as the first. Applications requiring high degrees of
tolerance and part uniformity in large production volumes are
better suited for rolling than cutting.

7

R E QU I R E D S U R FACE F I N I S H

Applications that require fasteners with a superior surface
finish will want to select rolling over cutting. Rolled threads
are burnished and work hardened by the rolling process and as
a result have a better appearance.

8

T Y PE O F TH R E A D

For applications that require very deep or coarse threads or
those that require multiple threads, cutting should be the
primary consideration. Rolling does not allow for the angle to be
great enough to accommodate most types of multiple threads
or very deep / non-precise threads.

9

T Y PE O F A PPLI C ATI O N

For on-time delivery, high-precision
on small, complex parts, and
tolerances as low as +/- .0001 in a
range of materials, call Vallorbs.
Submit your RFQ:

vallorbs.com/quote
Send us an email:

quote@vallorbs.com
Call Ken to discuss:

717-392-3978

The application in which the fastener or threaded part will
be used may also determine if rolling or cutting is employed.
Some industries, such as aircraft components or nuclear
components require rolling. Others, such as medical
devices, dental devices, and valves would significantly
benefit from rolling.

Trust the experienced technicians at Vallorbs for the highest quality components at
the most competitive costs. The Vallorbs machine shop is equipped with multiple
thread rolling machines that can manufacture parts from a variety of materials from
stainless steel to Inconel to aluminum.

Vallorbs Jewel Company
2599 Old Philadelphia Pike
Bird-In-Hand, PA 17505
717-392-3978
www.vallorbs.com

